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Between Opinion and Desire: 

Elle Magazine's Survey Research 
in 1950s France 
JUDITH G. COFFIN 

Of the many institutions born of twentieth-century mass culture, 
opinion polling may be one of the most unexpectedly revealing. It 
is at once a social science, a lucrative business, and a distinctly 
modern form of political representation. Its relationship to mass 
politics has been intimate and controversial. It is enmeshed in 
market research and consumer surveys, central to an economy of 
mass consumption. It has been crucial to the content as well as the 
commercial infrastructure of the mass media. And to trace its 
history is to reflect on the (changing) self-understanding of mass 
culture. What has made our opinions and desires so newsworthy, 
not only valuable to politicians, the press, and advertisers, but 
apparently fascinating to us? 

Jean Baudrillard, the excitable diagnostician of the cultural 
pathologies of postmodernity, called polling the 'continual 
voyeurism of the group in relation to itself: 
The group must at all times know what it wants, know what it thinks, be 
told about its least needs, its least quivers, see itself continually on the 
video-screen of statistics, constantly watch its own temperature chart, in 
a sort of hypochondriacal madness. The social becomes obsessed with 
itself. ... I 

Mediatized narcissism is a vivid image, if not an original 
concept. Since the 1920s the feverish self-scrutiny that seems to 
characterize mass culture has drawn the attention of thinkers from 
Walter Lippmann to Jurgen Habermas, Ian Hacking, and Pierre 

Thanks to Kerstin Briickweh, Ellen Fitzpatrick, William E. Forbath, Bernhard Fulda, Kai-
Uwe Hellmann, and the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study. 

1 Jean Baudrillard, 'The Masses: The Implosion of the Social in the Media', in Mark 
Poster (ed.), Selected Writings (Stanford, Calif., 1988), 210-22, at 21 I. 
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Bourdieu.2 The cultural work of statistics, the interpenetration of 
markets and democracy, and different understandings of the 
public fascinate political scientists and philosophers. The historical 
questions are equally compelling. How have the mechanics of 
understanding and representing 'the public'-the public will, 
public interest, and public opinion-changed, and with what con-
sequences? In what context, in the face of what kinds of resistance, 
and with what forms of support, did splashy, well-publicized, and 
funded polls come to be so central to culture and politics? What 
forms of knowledge did they shoulder aside? What forms of self-
recognition-or alienation and refusal-have been triggered by 
aggregated images of 'public opinion'? 

Post-war France provides a particularly interesting case history. 
For reasons that range from political culture to intellectual tradi-
tions and economics, polling developed much more slowly in 
France than in the United States. In the 1950s, though, polls 

2 Walter Lippmann was one of the first to warn of the political consequences of a new 
'phantom' public, created by pollsters and easily manipulated by demagogues. Walter 
Lippmann, Public Opinion (New York, 1922) and id., The Phantom Public (New York, 1925). 
Influential discussions include Pierre Bourdieu, 'L'Opinion publique n'existe pas', Les 
Temps modemes Gan. 1973);Jiirgen Habermas, The Structural Trangimnation ef the Public Sphere: 
An Inquiry into a Category ef Bourgeois Society (Cambridge, Mass., 1991), parts VI and VII, esp. 
eh. 22, 'Manufactured Publicity and Nonpublic Opinion'; and Susan Herbst, Numbered 
Voices: How Opinion Polling Has Shaped American Politics (Chicago, 1993). The social scientific 
literature on reliability of data and responses, sampling methods, representativeness, and 
framing questions is enormous. On statistics and their history, see Ian Hacking, The Taming 
efChance (Cambridge, 199o);Joshua Cole, The Power ef Large Numbers: Population, Politics, and 
Gender in Nineteenth-Century France (Ithaca, NY, 2000); Mary Poovey, A History ef the Modern 
Fact: Problems ef Knowledge in the Sciences ef Wealth and Society (Chicago, 1998); Theodore M. 
Porter, Trust in Numbers: The Pursuit ef Oijectwity in Science and Public Life (Princeton, 1995); and 
Alain Desrosieres, The Politics ef Large Numbers: A History ef Statistical Reasoning (Cambridge, 
Mass., 1998). Historians have reflected on public opinion polls as sources. See the exchange 
between Gabriel Galvez-Behar, 'Le Constructivisme de l'historien: Retour sur un texte de 
Brigitte Gaiti', Le Mouvement social, 229 (2009), w3-13 and Brigitte Gatti, 'Comment ecrire 
une histoire qui tient? Apropos de !'opinion publique', Le Mouvement social, 230 (20w), 145-
50; the excellent special issue of Mi/ neef cent, 22 (2004); Jacques Ozouf, 'L'Opinion 
publique: Apologie pour Jes sondages', inJacques Le Goff and Pierre Nora (eds.), Faire de 
l'histoire, iii: Nouveaux Objets (Paris, 1975); and Louis Chevalier, 'L'Histoire et Jes donnees 
psychosociales', in Raymond Boudon, Francis Bourricaud, and Alain Girard (eds.), Science 
et theorie de !'opinion publique: Hommage a Jean Stoet;:,el (Paris, 1981). On different methodologies, 
see Murray Goot, 'Mass Observation and Modern Public Opinion Research', in Wolfgang 
Donsbach and Michael W. Traugott (eds.), The SAGE Handbook ef Public Opinion Research 
(London, 2008). Among recent histories, see esp. Daniel J. Robinson, The Measure ef 
Democra,y: Polling, Market Research, and Public Life, 1930--1945 (Toronto, 1999); Lo1c Bloncliaux, 
La Fabrique de /'opinion: Une histoire sociale des sondages (Paris, 1998); and Sarah E. !go's excel-
lent The Averaged American: Surv'!)ls, Citi;:,ens, and the Making ef a Mass Public (Cambridge, Mass., 
2007). 
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(sondages) worked their way into the methodological arsenals of 
French political science and sociology, were incorporated into the 
infrastructure of French advertising, especially for newspapers and 
radio, and figured prominently in the content of the French 
media-they rapidly became pervasive and popular cultural phe-
nomena. Sondages in the form of opinion survey research-studies 
such as 'La Nouvelle Vague: portrait d'une jeunesse' (The New 
Wave: Portrait of Youth), published in L'Express in 1957 (and the 
origin of the term New Wave), or 'La Franc;aise et l'amour' (The 
French Woman and Love) (Elle, 1959) became occasions for cul-
tural commentary and analysis, and were reborn as best-selling 
books and, sometimes, films. Popularity brought parody.Jean-Luc 
Godard's MasculirrFeminin (1965) lampooned the survey-research 
interview; so did Georges Perec's Les Choses (1965), in which 
hapless opinion researchers try to extract meaning from a ma-
terialist world. The critical tradition that would produce Pierre 
Bourdieu's famous argument that 'public opinion does not exist' 
was in no small measure a backlash against the French 'sondo-
mania' of the 1950s and 1960s. 3 

Many of the sondages in those decades were conducted by the 
Institut Franc;ais d'opinion publique (French Institute of Public 
Opinion), or IFOP, a private research institute whose projects 
combined audience and market research. IFOP surveyed opinion 
on topics such as the Munich accords (the subject of one of 
IFOP's first polls, in 1938), post-war views of the United States, 
and love; mixing them promiscuously in a manner characteristic, 
as we will see, of opinion polling during this early period. Among 
IFOP's clients, and our focus here, is Elle, the most serious and 
progressive of the women's magazines, founded in 1945 and com-
mitted to the proposition that the post-war period marked a new 
era for France's women: 'We decided on the profile of the woman 
who was going to read Elle' wrote Franc;oise Giroud, one of Elk's 
editors. That reader would be from a town in the provinces, 
young, and 'after five years of war, ready to live'.4 

Elle was a quintessentially post-war project: inspired by the 
American model, projecting an image of French renewal and 

3 Pierre Bourdieu, 'L'Opinion publique n'existe pas', Les Tempsmodemes, 318 Gan. 1973), 
1,292-309. On Godard and other cultural ramifications of survey research, see Susan 
Weiner, Erifants Terribks (Baltimore, 2am), eh. 5, 'Quantifying Youth'. 

4 Fran~oise Giraud, Le;ons particulieres (Paris, 1990), 144. 
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youth, and promoting the kind of consumerism that would 
become the hallmark of the 'thirty glorious years' of economic 
expansion from 1945 to 1975. Polling was integral to that project. 
Surveys, straw polls of readers, and quizzes posing as polls filled 
Elle's pages. The simultaneity of woman suffrage (1944 in France) 
and rapid economic expansion (bolstered by steadily rising con-
sumption) made the opinions and desires of the female public a 
locus of keen political and commercial interest. Gender was a 
provocation to post-war survey research, and the suddenly com-
pelling figure of the female citizen-consumer captures much 
about the relationship between 'the business of understanding 
women',5 opinion research, and the project of renewing post-war 
France. 

I. Frying with Radar: !FOP in the Aflermath ef the War 

IFOP was founded in 1938, but could get little foothold on French 
soil until after the Second World War. Unlike the organizations 
(INED, INSEE) that produced social, economic, and demo-
graphic research and statistics for the French state, IFOP had to 
sell its services, and potential buyers in business, media, or politics 
remained sceptical. 6 As American historians have demonstrated, 
political polling and market research were thoroughly entangled, 
and Loi:c Blondiaux has brilliantly analysed the roadblocks both 
encountered in France. Very briefly, well into the 1950s markets 
for consumer goods were too small to justify expensive advertising 
and market research. Localized political 'markets' raised a similar 
obstacle; until the 1960s the absence of national presidential cam-
paigns meant there was no single, large market for Gallup-style 
political advertising or research. Deeply rooted conceptions of pol-
itics and political practices also militated against political polling: 
French political elites relied on prefects' reports or newspapers 
that represented 'Catholic', 'socialist', or 'republican' views. 7 

5 To borrow from the title of Kerstin Briickweh's current reseach project, 'The Business 
of Understanding People'. 

6 INED (lnstitut national d'ctudes dcmographiques) produced demographic studies; 
INSEE (lnstitut national de la statistique et des etudes economiques) surveyed economic 
and social issues, based on census materials. For their relationship to IFOP and survey 
research, see John Dorsey, 'Public Opinion Research in France', Public Opinion Quarter/y, 
16/2 (Summer 1952), 225-35. 

7 Political polling served as a laboratory for opinion research in general, since methods 
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Intellectual scepticism made French universities and research 
institutions inhospitable. Since at least the 19:ws, prominent 
French social theorists had cast a wary eye at American statistical 
research and empiricism; they warned against abstract concep-
tions of 'public opinion' with no mooring in the concrete analysis 
of social groups. They deplored the meaninglessness of Gallup's 
numbers and, more generally, the baneful effects of 'American 
testo-mania and quanto-frenzy'.8 Finally, there was the familiar 
staple of twentieth-century French commentary on the United 
States: American thought and life lent themselves to 'standardiza-
tion', but French society did not. Evenjean Stoetzel (19w-87), 
IFOP's founder and indomitable promoter, felt compelled to defer 
to France's sense of distinction: 

The conditions of the public spirit (esprit public) in France, and even, more 
generally, in Europe are very different from those of these new countries 
[the United States]; they are more subtle, more nuanced; in addition, 
our electoral regimes are not comparable and neither are our political 
habits .... The study of French opinion therefore must be conducted 
according to French methods, in a French spirit, and by the French.9 

Publics came in the plural, separated and made incommensurable 
by class and region. Before the Second VVorld War and, indeed, 
well after, French commentators spoke of'geographies of opinion' 
or 'electoral geography', but not of public opinion. 10 

could be tested with concrete results in elections. Igo, Averaged American; Robinson, Measure 
ef Democracy; Blondiaux, La Fabrique de /'opinion; and Brian Balogh, 'Mirrors of Desire: 
Interest Groups, Elections, and the Targeted Style in Twentieth-Century America', in 
Meg Jacobs, William]. Novak, andJulian E. Zelizer (eds.), 17ze Democratic Experiment: New 
Directions in American Political History (Princeton, 2001). On advertising, see Francis Elvinger 
and Lucien Augier, Methodes modernes de vente (Paris, 1930); Roger Mauduit, La Reclame: Etude 
de sociologie economique (Paris, 1933); Rene Servoise, L'Etude scientifique des marches (Marke/-
research) (Paris, 1944); Marc Martin, Trois siecles de publicite en France (Paris, 1992); Marjorie 
Beale, 77ze Modernist Enterprise (Stanford, Calif., 2000); Patrick Fridenson, 'La Circulation 
internationale des modes manageriales', in Jean-Philippe Bouilloud and Bernard-Pierre 
Lecuyer (eds.), L'lnvention de la gestion: Histoire et pratiques (Paris, 1994). 

8 Georges Gurvitch, La Vocation actuelle de la sociologie, vol. ii (Paris, 1950). The advertis-
ing and media giant Marcel Bleustein-Blanchet also reports on pre-war hostility to Gallup 
in La Rage de convaincre (Paris, 1970), 184. 

9 Jean Stoetzel, 17zeorie des opinions (Paris, 1943). 
10 More detailed comparisons can be found in Blondiaux, La Fabrique de /'opinion; 

Desrosieres, 17ze Politics ef Large Numbers; Dorsey, 'Public Opinion Research in France'; 
Marion Fourcade-Gourinchas, 'Politics, Institutional Structures, and the Rise of Economics: 
A Comparative Study', 17zeory and Socie!Y, 30 (2001), 397-447; Porter, Trust in Numbers, eh. 6; 
Liz Stanley, Sex Surveyed, 194g-1994' From Mass-Observation's 'Little /Gnsey' to the National Survey 
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It is revealing that among the rare papers to pay for IFOP's 
political polls before the Second World War was Paris-Soir, a new-
formula national daily with abundant visuals, a variety of special 
features for readers, and short articles, shorn of editorializing. 
Paris-Soir aimed to break with traditional press partisanship and 
statistical polls certainly created an image of objective reporting 
on opinion. But above all, polling made the paper look appeal-
ingly different, and 'American'. As IFOP's French representative 
in charge of the Paris-Soir contract recalled: 'It was an American 
thing.' 11 

Was it so American? George Gallup's name would become 
attached to the broad enterprise of polling, and the close links 
among universities, commerce, and media in the United States 
nourished applied social research. The extraordinary work of 
Mass-Observation in Britain, however, was not only independent 
of Gallup-type institutions, but the group worked with a funda-
mentally different notion of public opinion. 12 And it was the 
Austrian Paul Lazarsfeld who famously set out 'the methodological 
equivalence of socialist voting and the buying of soap' and did so 
much to merge the study of political opinion and consumer 
choices. Trained in applied mathematics as well as psychology, 
Lazarsfeld pioneered social-psychological studies of radio audi-
ences, youth and occupation, and unemployment in his native 
Austria at the height of the Great Depression. The Rockefeller 
Foundation brought Lazarsfeld to the USA in 1933. The resulting 
Princeton Radio Project, affiliated first with the University of 
Newark and eventually Columbia, took contracts from the 
Rockefeller Foundation, did market research, and recruited 
refugee critical theorists such as Theodor Adorno and Max 
Horkheimer to help conceptualize its projects (though that effort 
sank into ideological acrimony). Lazarsfeld's group became, as one 
historian puts it, a 'social-scientific multinational', and after the 

and the Hite Reports (London, 1995). See also Judith G. Coffin, 'A "Standard" of Living? 
European Perspectives on Class and Consumption in the Early Twentieth Century', 
lnlmlational Lahor and Working-Class History, 55 (1999), 6-26. 

1 1 Cited in Blondiaux, La Fabrique de !'opinion, 305. 
12 See Goot, 'Mass Observation and Modern Public Opinion Research', 93-rn3. On 

the British equivalent of IFOP, see Laura Beers, 'Whose Opinion? Changing Attitudes 
towards Opinion Polling in British Politics, 1937-1964', Twentieth Century British History, 17/2 
(2006), 177-205. The fascinating comparative history of the French and British survey 
research (including Mass-Obs) is beyond my scope here. 
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war, like other research firms funded by American and interna-
tional institutions, brought many Europeans and their research 
back to the liberated Continent. 13 

Those initiatives fared better in the vastly different economic 
landscape of the post-war period. Coordinating production, con-
sumption, and distribution was essential to the urgent project of 
reconstructing Europe after the Second World War, and planning 
and coordination required a better grasp of demand. The litera-
ture on marketing at the end of the war was clear on this subject: 
continuing shortages and their effects on consumer behaviour, 
unpredictable demand, and the prospect of a long and difficult 
shift away from an economy of austerity posed new challenges. 
As one advocate of market research put it: 

Mass production risks no longer being able to sell, for the buyer is now 
the master. The buyer's whims can make us lose all the advantages of 
serial production. Most buyers are not very logical; irrational motives 
prompt their purchases .... The market is governed by the consumer, 
and that is not a wise government. 14 

International initiatives in the late 1940s and 1950s gave national 
arguments for more sustained market research and analysis 
credibility and support. The Rockefeller Foundation, Gallup, 
UNESCO, the International Association for Political Science, and 
others funded and organized a wide range of social surveys and 
research, aiming to boost marketing and economic development. 
Opinion research fitted into the broader project of overhauling 
managerial systems and breaking with corporatist models; it was 
one of the new technologies that 'depended not only on engineer-
ing know-how, but also, and above all, on social sciences, on psy-
chology and on sociology'. 15 Rockefeller and others also aimed to 

13 Paul F. Lazarsfeld, 'An Episode in the History of Social Research', in Donald 
Fleming (ed.), The Intellectual Migration: Europe and America, r930-r960 (Cambridge, Mass., 
1969), 270-337; Michael Pollak, 'Paul F. Lazarsfeld, fondateur d'une multinationalc scien-
tifique', Actes de la recherche en sciences sociales, 25 (1979), 45-61. On this subject see also Olivier 
Martin, Frederic Keck, and Jean-Christophe Marcel, 'France-Etats-Unis: influences 
croisees en sciences humaines', Sciences Humaines: Revue d'histoire des sciences humaines, 2/ 11 
(2004), 3-12 andJean-Christophe Marcel, 'Une reception de la sociologie americaine en 
France (1945-1960)', ibid. 45-68. 

14 SeIVoise, L'Etude scientifique des marches, 49. Note that rationing ended in France in 
1949. 

15 Luc Boltanski and Alexandra Russell, 'Visions of American Management in Post-
War France', Theory and Sociery, 12/3 (May 1983), 375-403, at 378. 
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promote democracy, to elicit and air opinions, educate the public, 
and resolve disputes without violence. George Gallup had argued 
that polling 'revealed the people to themselves'. Might opinion 
research similarly reveal nations to themselves, helping to forge 
identity, social cohesion, consensus, and peace in the aftermath of 
the Second World War? 16 The vaulting claims of post-war social 
science encouraged optimism on this score. 

In this new context IFOP, its standing and financing buoyed 
by an association with Gallup and the American Institute of 
Public Opinion, multiplied its endeavours in France and partici-
pated in ambitious and comparative international studies as 
well. 17 IFOP spun off an institute, ETMAR (Institut pour l'etude 
des marches en France et a l'etranger), or Institute for Market 
Research in France and Abroad, which sent 'productivity mis-
sions' to the US to apprentice in marketing research, learning how 
to establish sample groups, test market products, gauge the eff ec-
tiveness of advertising, and so on. 18 French firms' advertising 
expenditures soared and techniques changed. 19 The Director of 
Publicis, one of France's largest advertising agencies, created a 
research department and hired IFOP to do systematic, regular 
studies of the market and advertising's effects. Advertising without 
polls, he warned, resembled 'flying without radar'. 20 By the late 
1940s, then, IFOP was regularly surveying newspaper audiences 
to learn about reading habits and the influence of the press and 
radio; in the 1950s they added consumer preferences, the cost of 
living, the use of credit, consumer confidence, and what IFOP 
called the 'psychological price' of goods, or how different social 
groups perceived their purchasing power. IFOP studied the 
approval ratings of political leaders, the French public's percep-
tions of Americans, of Germans and Germany, and of their own 

16 Blondiaux, La Fabrique de !'opinion, 224. 
17 Ibid. 40,'j-9; Alain Girard, 'In Memoriam:Jean Stoetzel 19w-1987', Revue.franfaisede 

sociologie, 28h Gune 1987), 201-11; Leo Bogart, 'In Memoriam:Jean Stoetzel 19w-1987', 
Public Opinion Qjlarter[y, 51/ 4 (Winter 1987), 567-8; Dorsey, 'Public Opinion Research in 
France'. 

18 Helene Rilfault, 'L'Institut fran~ais d'opinion publique, 1938-1978', in Raymond 
Boudon and Frarn;ois Bourricaud (eds.), Science et theorie de !'opinion publique: Hommage a Jean 
Stoetzel (Paris, 1981), 243. 

19 Martin, Troir siecks de publicite, 292. 
20 Marcel Bleustein-Blanchet, La Rage de convaincre (Paris, 1970), 184. Bleustein founded 

Publicis in 1926. These changes can be traced in the journals Vente et publicite: La Publicite 
sous toutes ses .formes au service de la vente and Vendre (sometimes called Detail: Revue mensuelle 
published under the direction of Etienne and Louis Damour). 
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government's wars in Indo-China and Algeria. Most of these were 
opinion studies commissioned by the press, not polls financed by 
politicians themselves-they remained relatively uninterested. By 
the late 1950s, IFOP was reaching outwards, doing test marketing 
in the colonial world. They reached inward as well, examining 
the psychology of generational difference and 'The French 
woman and love'. Nearly one-quarter of IFOP's studies con-
cerned women in some fashion: the feminization of religion, con-
ceptions of femininity in different countries, and, above all, the 
distinctive features of 'women's political psychology', the ways in 
which women's presence and opinions might shape the electorate 
and the marketplace. 2 1 

Gender, indeed, was more than a central category for IFOP; it 
was a stimulus to polling as a methodology. If women as a group 
had distinctive views, those distinctions could not be mapped geo-
graphically, in the distinguished French tradition of religious, 
political-electoral, or social cartographies that focused, for 
instance, on the political landscape of the Ardeche. 22 Women 
lived interspersed among men and, with the interesting exception 
of the towns of Vienne, Grenoble, and Belfort, which briefly, 
from 1946 to 1951, used separate urns for women's ballots, their 
votes could not be distinguished from those of their male neigh-
bours, fellow workers, or relatives.23 As the eminent political sci-
entist Frarn;:ois Goguel remarked, introducing an important 1954 
study of women in politics, exploring the subject would have been 
'impossible without systematic recourse to polls carried out by the 
Institut frarn;:ais d'opinion publique'. Goguel urged France's tra-
ditional political scientists to recognize the value of this new 
method. 24 The new significance of women's political views and 
consumer preferences, then, was a provocation to 1950s French 

21 lnstitut frarn;ais d'opinion publique et l'etude de marches, liste des etudes realisees 
par IFOP de 1938 a 1977. Brochure in collection ofL01c Blondiaux. Many of these studies 
figure in Mattei Dogan andJacques Narbonne, Les Franfaisesface a la politique, comportement 
politique et condition sociale (Paris, 1955); Stoetzel, Theorie des opinions; and id., La Presse et 
!'opinion publique (Paris, 1947). Women first voted in the municipal and parliamentary elec-
tions of 1945. On links between opinion polling and market studies, see Servoise, L'Etude 
scientifique des marches, 116-17; for an example see Jacques Dourdin, Q,uarante millions de 
clients attendent vos marchandises: Inventaire systematique des besoins de public franfaise pour 
l'apres-guerre (Paris, 1945). 

22 Andre Siegfried, Geographie electorale de l'Ardeche sous la Ille Republique (Paris, 1949). 
23 Maurice Duverger, La Participation des femmes a la vie politique (Paris, 1955), 9. 
24 Siegfried, Geographie electorale de l'Ardeche, preface, p. xiii. 
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political science and sociology, pushing them towards new 
methods in much the same way that nineteenth-century worries 
about 'mass' politics had stimulated thinkers such as Gabriel 
Tarde in the 1880s and 1890s. 

Before turning to constructions of the female public, however, 
let us pause on some odd and interesting aspects of IFOP's early 
surveys. Different parts of the IFOP enterprise fitted together in 
predictable ways: studies of 'political' subjects, such as opinions on 
colonial wars, bolstered IFOP's social scientific image, but those 
studies could not have been conducted without ongoing market 
research, which paid IFOP's bills and was commissioned by com-
panies such as Kodak and Palmolive.25 Yet market research, polit-
ical polling, and opinion studies did not merely parallel or finance 
each other; they went hand in hand. Twice a month IFOP con-
ducted 'omnibus' surveys, asking a smorgasbord of questions 
regarding buying habits, brand name recognition, and political 
opinions. Individual firms, broadcasters, and advertisers 'subscribed' 
to specific questions. IFOP's representatives argued that combining 
questions not only saved money but also jostled the interviewees in 
a useful way: unfamiliar associations, they claimed, wore down 
interviewees' resistance and made answers more 'truthful'.26 

These 'omnibus enquetes' eventually begat more specialized 
studies, but their progeny still bore the marks of their common 
origin. Consider, for instance, 'La Frarn;aise et l'amour', a survey 
on the specific topic of sex and love, commissioned from IFOP in 
1958, and published first over nine copiously illustrated issues of 
Elle; in more austere statistical form in IFOP's journal Sondages; 
then as a made-for-television film; and, finally, as a mass-market 
paperback with the findings interpreted, idiosyncratically, by well-
known writers such as Frarn;:oise Giraud and Christiane 
Rochefort. 27 Like La Nouvelle Vague, which had become a book a 

25 Riffault, 'L'Institut franc;:ais d'opinion publique, 1938-1978', 2451 . On the advertis-
ing budgets of big companies, see Martin, Trois siecles de publicite, 307-

26 In the 1940s, firms employed priests, postmen, and teachers, who knew the locality, 
on a part-time basis. Sometimes the researchers were given a name and address; at other 
times they were left to their own devices and charged with finding a worker, a woman, 
and so on. Servoise, L'Etude scientifique des marches, 143-4. Servoise also argued that new 
methods rendered traditional categories of social analysis obsolete. 'Class' was defined not 
by income but rather by spending habits. Ibid. 134. 

27 'La Franc;:aise et !'amour', Sondages: Revuefran,aise de !'opinion publique, 23/J (1961), 
37-85;Jacques Remy and Robert Woog (eds.), La Fran,aise et /'amour: Une enquete de l'lnstitut 

.ftan,aise d'opinion publique (Paris, 1960). 
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year earlier, La Franyaise et l'amour testified to the soaring popularity 
of survey research. The study echoed Alfred Kinsey's American 
best-sellers on sexual behaviour and similarly promised to reveal 
the hidden inner lives of French women, adding to its appeal. Not 
only were sex and love marketable, but surveying them seemed 
to demonstrate the prowess of the new social scientific technology, 
heightening interest in the method itself as well as the findings it 
produced. 28 

La Franfaise et ['amour had an omnibus quality to it, and was 
interestingly muddled about what it was measuring and why. 
Questions zoomed in on 'romantic ideas'. 'What do you dream 
of? the study asked its subjects. 'Who do you find sexy?' 'Do your 
idols come from the radio or the cinema?' The subject sometimes 
seemed to be less romantic longings, sexual desire, or even moral 
codes, than the audience's response to the media. The television 
film La Franfaise et ['amour, nominally starredjean-Paul Belmondo, 
but the lead role was nearly usurped by the media itself: by movie 
posters in the streets, magazines scattered around a teenager's 
room, and the omnipresent voice of the radio. A remarkable 
number of long camera shots, in fact, centred on the radio set. In 
some scenes, the radio actually addressed the teenage girl's father, 
in others it spoke directly to the viewer. It was as if the film, like 
the survey on which it was based, could not shake off the template 
of the audience and readership studies that had been so important 
to the origins of survey research and that continued to be con-
ducted, by IFOP, for the French media. 29 

Through the r95os, then, IFOP routed political views, con-
sumption choices, listener preferences, and moral codes through 
the same rough interpretative grid, recasting the topics in the 
process. In La Franfaise et ['amour, as in other studies, the ostensible 
aim of analysing public opinion on a given subject was thoroughly 
blurred with the press or radio's efforts to measure their own 
influence and power. Through opinion polling the media created 
a constellation of discourses and images that revolved around 
itself. 

28 On Kinsey, see Igo, Averaged American. I analyse La Franfaise in my work in progress, 
Simone de Beauvoir and Mid-Century Sex. 

29 The film is in the Archives du film at the Centre national du cinema. On radio 
studies, see Jacques Durand, 'Les Etudes sur !'audience de la radio-television en France', 
Qg.ademi, 35 (1998), 79-g2; and Cecile Meadel's excellent Quantifier le public: Histoire des mesures 
d'audience de la radio et de la television (Paris, 2010). 
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II. Elle and the lrifatuation with Opinion 

In France as elsewhere, newspapers and magazines were the 
primary consumers of opinion polling. Many ofIFOP's post-war 
contracts came from the titles that transformed the post-war press: 
France-Soir (heir to Paris-Soir); Elle (1944); Paris Match (1950); and 
L'Express, a new-style weekly founded in 1953. Audience surveys 
helped newspapers and magazines to market themselves to poten-
tial readers as well as to sell their pages to advertisers. But surveys 
and polls were strikingly prominent in the press's content. They 
offered a different kind of news in a seemingly non-partisan 
manner;30 they claimed to introduce a fresh 'voice'; they con-
veyed information in eye-catching graphs, enhancing its visual 
appeal. 

Women's magazines exemplified the new-style journalism and 
constituted the fastest growing sector of the national print media. 
Of these magazines, Elle, founded in 1945 by Helene Gordon-
Lazareff, was the most unabashedly 'modern', impatient with 
what the editors saw as the cautious, self-enclosed world of rural 
Catholic France, and promoting not only consumerism but the 
kind of woman who buoyed that consumerism, confident, know-
ledgeable, discriminating, bold, and aware of her needs and 
desires. Gordon-Lazareff, a French journalist, was married to the 
publishing magnate Pierre Lazareff and had spent the war years 
working with publishing houses in New Yark, where she quickly 
became expert in design and colour. Despite its relatively small 
circulation, for such consumerism was only the province of the 
middle classes, Elle carried more pages of advertising than any 
other magazine, and ranked second in the value of monthly 
advertising space. 31 Elle was also allied with centrist, modernizing 

30 L'Express unfurled the banner of 'renouvellement' (renewal) and openly used political 
polls to put pressure on what its editors considered a corrupt and unresponsive parliamen-
tary system. The editors denounced secret prefects' reports and called for open airing of 
political opinion. L'Express, 26June 1953. 

31 Circulation figures in Dogan and Narbonne, Les Franfaises, 66-7. Elle's circulation 
rose from 200,000 in 1946 to 580,000 in 1952. Nous denx and Le Petit Echo de la mode had cir-
culations of over a million each. In value of advertising, Elle outstripped all the women's 
magazines and ranked just behind Paris Match, which had many more subscribers. 
Advertising revenues can be traced in Vente et publicite; these statistics are from Dec. 1959, 
77. The advertising executive Marcel Bleustein-Blanchet called Elle an 'extraordinary 
weekly', the 'single most important support for advertising in France', La Rage de convaincre, 
262. 
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elites, connected through Gordon-Lazareff's co-editor, Frarn;oise 
Giroud, to Jean-Jacques Servan-Schreiber and Pierre Mendes-
France-Americanizers, anti-communists, and anti-fascists, com-
mitted to transforming French culture. Giroud, who would go on 
to found L'Express in 1953, had also seen Elle as a 'vehicle for the 
modern spirit'. Modernity meant not only 'disposable lighters, 
fashionable dresses, and plastic wrap', but also, as Elle showed, 
knowing and cultivating the self, psychology, and what one com-
mentator called 'the economy of the personality'. 32 

The first fifteen years of Elle (1945-60) are fascinating in many 
ways; here I want to focus on the growing profusion of 'polls' and 
enquetes in various forms, from questionnaires, 'quizzes', and 
'psycho-tests', in which choices revealed personality, to longer, 
serious, and sustained sondages (polls) about politics, morality, and 
behaviour. To be sure, some of these exercises were far removed 
from actual survey research. A sondage had a statistical basis and 
was based on representative sample groups (La Franfaise et !'amour, 
commissioned from IFOP in 1958, represents the genre). 33 A straw 
poll simply gathered as many responses as possible. And many of 
Elle's 'polls' were editorial inventions. Topics ranged from opinion 
(what do you think?) to behaviour (what do you do?) to personality 
type (who are you?). But Elle presented all in much the same tone 
and as part of the same project. 

Women's voice, choices, and representation quickly became 
Elle themes. So did self-knowledge and identity. 'Do you know 
yourself as well as you think?' asked one of Elle's very first articles 
accompanied by a drawing of parts of the body. The arrows 
referred to nothing racier than 'tibia', or 'arteries', but it is not 
hard to see reproductive anatomy and sexual or erotic self-discov-
ery on the horizon. Self-questioning soon became more promi-
nent than advice, the traditional fare of the women's press. 
Questions such as 'Do you know how to put on your make up?' 
and 'Should you keep your love letters?'34 were rapidly eclipsed 
by 'Do you know yourself?' 'Who are you?' 'Are you a young 

32 Giroud, Lerons particulieres, 142-3; Franc;:oise Dolto in 'PARIS EN PARLE ... ', L'Express, 
19 Sept. 1953. 

33 Again, the methodological differences between different forms of survey research are 
beyond the scope of this essay, but are surveyed in Goot, Blondiaux, and other studies. 
No one has located Elle's archives and IFOP's were destroyed when the Institute moved, 
so I cannot trace the collaborations between the two institutions as precisely as I would 
like. 34 Elle, 25June 1946. 
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woman like the others?'35 The magazine cast itself as a modem 
counsellor, whose role was to encourage readers to talk and reflect 
about themselves-and to situate themselves in relation to an 
aggregated Other. 36 

During the late 1940s, Elle regularly featured one-page-long 
bulleted lists of questions. By the early 1950s those lists had 
expanded into imitation survey research questionnaires that ran to 
five to six pages, and that illustrate the affinity between survey 
research, gathering data for Elle's advertisers, and the newsworthi-
ness of emergent forms of politics and citizenship. 

In 1953, Elle summoned its readers to participate in a several-
month-long 'survey' titled, simply, 'Are you For or Against'? Elle 
distributed 3,000 questionnaires throughout France in addition to 
publishing them in the magazine, asking readers to pronounce for 
or against 300 (!) issues, including sex education, women's work, 
and political unity in Europe. 37 When Elle published the results, 
the magazine put less emphasis on the details than on the editors' 
conclusion: their readers were surprisingly modern. 'The French 
are intelligent, and even witty; that, we knew. They are also 
extremely modem, and open to the most audacious ideas; of that, 
we knew less.'38 As we will see, the editors also reported that 
'voters' wanted to broaden the scope of the enquiry. 39 

Reader polls and mock elections concerning non-political topics 
became a favourite feature. In 1954 Elle launched a 'Referendum 
for young women' and distributed 4,000 questionnaires nation-
wide as well as inviting its readers to participate.40 Another survey, 
'Etes-vous charme?' 'Etes-vous sex-appeal?' was billed as an 
'enquete-election' in which readers voted for one or the other.41 

Elle became increasingly explicit about the operation and value of 
the new technology. 'Ninety probing questions' allowed Elle to 'tell 
you who you are'-and created 'opinion'.42 The sudden fashion 
for statistics, survey research, and polls was not 'absurd', the mag-
azine explained in 1954: combining large numbers and carefully 
chosen sample groups provided a surprisingly accurate image of 
public opinion. Elle offered only very general explanations: how, 
precisely, sample groups were chosen seemed too technical for the 

35 Ibid. 29Jan. 1951. 36 Ibid. 23June 1946. 
37 Ibid. 16 Mar. 1953, 22-3, 48-9. 38 Ibid. 9 Nov. 1953, 22-3. 
39 Ibid. 16 Mar. 1953, 22-3, 48-9. 40 Ibid. 25Jan. 1954, 
41 Whether you considered yourself charming or whether you preferred 'charmingness' 

was left ambiguous. Ibid. 27 July 1954, 14ff. 42 Ibid. 4 May 1953, 24-6. 
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magazine's readers.43 Anticipating common objections and wari-
ness, Ell£ reassured reader participants that survey research would 
not standardize individuals. The author of the 'Referendum on 
young women' vowed she would not press her subjects into a 'pre-
established mould constructed by statistics', or create a 'la-jeune-
fille-serie'. 44 Social knowledge and self-knowledge advanced hand 
in hand: 'to know oneself, and to know others ... this is a long-
time dream; each one of us has tried to reach this goal, but we 
have only got imprecise results. '45 Learning how to 'measure your-
self in relation to the norm', 46 to manipulate the language of sta-
tistics, and to understand the rudiments of social psychology were 
all part of living in the modern world. 

One of the most remarked-upon Elle surveys was published 
over eight issues between the autumn of 1956 and the spring of 
1957. Six months earlier, injanuary 1956, the third general elec-
tion since the Second World War brought 27 million voters to the 
polls against a backdrop of deepening crisis over the Algerian war 
and the fracturing of the political landscape-the prelude to the 
collapse of the republic two years later. As a counterpoint, Elle 
launched a survey on the subject of 'The Joys and Worries of 
Women'. 'Do you want to win 5 million francs? Do you want to 
know yourself better? Do you want to know the trends of today's 
woman?' Here was 'a veritable poll of female opinion' that was 
also a contest. Each participant ranked her joys and worries, 
choosing from a pre-established list of twenty. She filled out what 
was described as the 'ballot' and demonstrated her voter eligibility 
by attaching stamps from five issues of Elle. She then mailed in 
the ballot. (The magazine provided three addresses, for France, 
Europe, and one for North Africa-a mark of Elle's wide reader-
ship.) The contestant whose priorities most closely resemb/,ed the arithmetic 
average won 5 million francs cash.47 The article explicitly analo-
gized this contest to voting: 'your answers will be sorted mechan-
ically and, just as in universal suffrage, they will produce two 

43 Ibid. 25 Aug. 1954. 44 Ibid. 25Jan. 1954. 
45 Ibid. 15 Mar. 1954. 46 Ibid. 27 June 1955. 
47 Ibid. 22 Oct. 1956. The results began running inJanuary 1957, and continued into 

the spring. The magazine claimed that 270,000 readers participanted. The thirty-seven 
other prizes that the contest offered are revealing and poignant: 30,000 francs per month 
rent for five years; 10,000 francs a month for five years; a beaver-fur coat; a car; installation 
of coal heating (chaieffage au carbon) worth 300,000 francs; and coupons for televisions, refrig-
erators, and so on. The contest was co-sponsored by Les Industries de l' i:lectriciti:, du gaz, 
et du charbon, interested in both publicity and gathering information about demand. 
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typical lists.' The results ran under the rubric 'suffrage um-
versel' .48 

Thus did Elle rhapsodize about not only the fusion of consump-
tion and citizenship, but also about the magic of aggregation and 
statistics, and the ease with which democracy (universal suffrage) 
became legible and orderly-ironically, given the impending col-
lapse of the Fourth Republic.49 'The Joys and Worries of Women' 
provides a comic-book case of the process by which the press or 
survey researchers could unabashedly elicit (or 'incite', to use 
Foucault's term) public opinion and normalize it, giving a prize 
to the person closest to the norm. Even Elle seemed bemused by 
its own creation. 'Two hundred and seventy thousand private 
confessions have been transformed by the magic of statistics into 
one enormous public confession .... This is valuable information 
for the sociologist, the seducer, the popular novelist trying to strike 
the right notes, for the politician trying to appeal to the electorate . 
. . . You have bared your hearts', wrote Elle's columnistjean 
Duche, in his characteristically teasing manner, which aimed to 
make Elle's readers feel sophisticated and in on the joke. (Duche 
was one of few male columnists, and though his subject was 
usually politics, his role seemed to be to introduce erotic or 
romantic innuendo for readers who would detect it, as he did 
here.) Duche knew, he wrote, that his readers were cagey and 
strategic; he suspected they were less riveted on traditional familial 
virtue than their votes suggested, and that some had surely tried 
to 'rig the game' ifausser lejeu). But such 'slyness' would have 'little 
effect on two hundred and seventy thousand answers'. Statistics 
did not lie.50 The tongue in cheek tone, the jests about the magic 

·18 The proposed joys included, in this order: to be happy in your home, well 
dressed, well housed, to be a good maitresse de maison, to have children, have faith, have 
good friends, have an attractive body, have a car, to see one's parents happy, one's 
husband succeed, get or receive presents, do sports, like one's work, like art, like nature, 
go to the theatre, travel, go out, stay home. The twenty worries included: to have a 
husband who is unfaithful, quick to anger (intemjierant), or a playboy, to have 
difficult children, financial difficulties, waste one's life (!), not to know how to dress 
well, fear the future, war, unemployment, for one's own health or the health of one's 
family, to be poorly housed, overwhelmed by household chores, feel oneself getting old, 
feel less pretty or less happy than others, to be bored, to worry about one's reputation, 
suffer from loneliness, live in an unhappy family. I have put in bold the )oys and worries' 
that finished in the top five in each category. Elle, 28 Jan. 1957. Elle conducted a similar 
survey the following year. 

'19 Martin Evans, 'France 1956', History Today, 561!2 (2006), 12. 
50 Elle, 28Jan. 1957, 18. Elle's report on Kinsey's study of female sexuality invoked the 
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of science, and the hint of unspoken desires that might or might 
not be shared by one's fellow citizens but that would, in any event, 
produce mathematical averages and not moral judgement~all of 
these were part of the image conveyed by Elle and the polling 
genre it found so congenial. Anonymity produced truthfulness, 
and answering survey questions was precisely not a private conf es-
sion to one's local priest; it was modern. Marcelle Segal, the 
popular columnist who ran Elk's 'Courrier du Cceur' (letters from 
the heart) titled an exchange about pre-marital pregnancy 
'Opinion publique', a gesture to the new style of establishing 
norms.51 

Elle was, in fact, an interestingly complicated venture, register-
ing the contradictory pulls of marketing and consumption on the 
one hand and women's political citizenship on the other. Women 
in Elle were at once objects and subjects; desired and desiring; 
arranged and displayed on pages that were veritable 'tableaux of 
femininity' but also addressed as thinking persons facing political, 
econoinic, and psychological choices. Elle's shrewdest commenta-
tors recognized these tensions in the magazine's project; readers 
might well balk at the characterization Elle proposed to them. 
Franc;oise Giroud wrote a column commenting on the enquete-elec-
tion that had asked readers to choose between 'Charm' and 'Sex 
appeal'. Why had Elle's voters overwhelmingly elected 'Charm?' 
Giroud speculated that the choice reflected women's ambivalence 
about the new landscape of consumption. 'Women do not neces-
sarily want to hear talk of sex appeal', she wrote. 'They feel sud-
denly as if they are inside an immense store window, displayed 
and exposed. Men walk back and forth in front of the window, as 
if the women displayed were ashtrays or ties.'52 On electoral pol-
itics, Elle walked a fine line between its readers' alleged indiffer-
ence to politics and the editors' commitment to well-informed 
womanhood. The magazine specifically eschewed partisanship. 
'You don't do politics?' columnist Duche asked in one of Elle's 
first issues. 'Neither do we.' But he went on to say that women 
should not neglect their new citizenly duties and encouraged them 
magic of aggregation in much the same way. 'Sometimes the questioning lasts for two 
hours. Five hundred questions, one right after another, sometimes you will say something 
inaccurate but statistics prevent individual mistakes from obscuring the truth.' 'Lies simply 
fall away.' Elle, 31 Aug. 1953, 16. 

51 Ibid. 30 May 1955, 5. On assumptions about anonymity and truthfulness, see Murray 
Goot. 52 Elle, 27 July 1954, 14-
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to vote in the next election: 'Madame: do not stay at home.'53 

From Elle's first issue on, it ran short articles on female politicians. 
And the magazine's pseudo-referenda, such as 'For and Against', 
ran alongside serious articles reporting on American women's 
political clout, as if to incite by comparison. 54 

Finally, Elle's infatuation with opinion has to be set alongside 
and against contemporary political science on female voting and 
woman suffrage. The most prominent of these was the study men-
tioned earlier, Les Franfaises face a la politique. Like IFOP-and 
even, to a certain extent, Elle--the study took shape in interna-
tional circuits of social science and journalism. It was part of an 
international project, undertaken in 1952 by UNESCO and the 
International Association of Political Science, to study women's 
electoral behaviour in Europe. (Individual studies focused on 
France, Norway, Yugoslavia, and West Germany.) Were women 
more susceptible to the seductions of political personality? Was 
the women's vote 'unstable', as a conference in The Hague had 
suggested, and thus likely to produce authoritarianism? How 
could political science answer questions such as these, moving 
beyond the study of elites and toward understanding popular 
political belief and behaviour? The study nicely illustrates the rela-
tionship between the women's vote, opinion polling, and concerns 
about solidifying democratic institutions in the war's aftermath. 
Les Franfaises face a la politique presented several hundred pages of 
social-psychological analysis of women's electoral behaviour 
drawing on both IFOP's polling research and selected social 
research-including Simone de Beauvoir's The Second Sex. It 
painted a grim picture of French women's capacity to exercise 
their new citizenship. Isolated in a 'closed milieu' of the home, 
overwhelmed by gruelling domestic chores, burdened by mater-
nity, frustrated in her search for pleasure, and dependent on her 
husband for economic support, the French woman was 'a socially 
subordinate being'. She was politically subordinate as well.55 That 
women were in the thrall of the reactionary Catholic Church was 
a long-standing theme of French political commentary, but Les 
Franfaises face a la politique devoted almost as much space to the 

53 Ibid. 19 Mar. and 30 Apr. 1946, 4-5. 
54 Ibid. 12Jan. 1953, 14-15, 44-5. See the series of articles beginning injan. 1957. 
55 Dogan and Narbonne, Les Franfaises, 49. For background on the study and a 

summary of the international results, see Maurice Duverger, u, Participation des femmes a la 
vie politique (Paris, 1955). 
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baneful influence of the women's press, especially the press 'du 
Creur'-Corifidences, Nous Deux, and others-whose readers were 
besotted with romance and fantasy. 'Instead of adopting a realistic 
social perspective', the reader of the women's press 'closes her eyes 
to the social and, thus, political world'. Little wonder, the authors 
sententiously concluded, that women could not forge an 'opinion 
on the problems that the democratic state (Etat democratique) poses 
to its male and female citizens'.56 

The IFOP polls that had been deployed to unravel the myster-
ies of women's opinions seemed to offer the discouraging conclu-
sion that in many cases women were unable to formulate opinion. 
They were not interested in politics, they felt ill at ease in the 
political world, they abstained at significantly higher rates than 
men, and when married women voted, they did so with their hus-
bands.57 While the French political scientists who authored the 
report insisted that women voters were not the conservative crea-
tures that nineteenth-century 'anti-feminists' had feared them to 
be, they also concluded that women's opinions-qua women-
seemed insignificant. That such a large section of the electorate 
was alienated and incapable of assuming responsibilities of dem-
ocratic citizenry portended ill for democratic politics. The study's 
findings were widely quoted, and that women needed to be pulled 
out of their isolation and taught to engage the political world 
became common wisdom among journalists and writers. 

Against this backdrop, Elk's 'sondomania' begins to sound like 
an argument, and the constant stream of pseudo-surveys look like 
deliberate counter-surveys, half-mocking rejoinders to mainstream 
political opinion, as well as an El/,e brand that marked its distance 
from the rest of the women's press, especially the 'presse du Creur'. 
Women were not necessarily a bastion of reaction and tradition. 
They were more open to change and new-even 'audacious'-
ideas than political elites thought. The pages of El/,e valorized par-
ticipation, confidence, discernment, being tuned into the world. 
The barrage of questions directed at its readers-'Are you For or 
Against?' Tell us your :Joys and Worries'-reads as a determined 
effort to goad, coax, and cajole its readers into expressing them-
selves, to elicit or manufacture women's opinion. The normalizing 

56 Duverger, La Participation desfemmes, 691 0. 
57 Ibid. 63-6, 74-5, 93. Insofar as there was a 'women's vote', the study argued, it was 

cast by conservative, elderly women. 
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and conformist aspects of this opinion creation are obvious, its func-
tions as a market research virtually undisguised, and Elle's commit-
ment to the notion that consumer choice was a particularly 
privileged form of individuality unmistakable. But in the larger his-
torical context (and in light of the presumed inability of the new 
female electorate to make political judgements) those aspects seem 
less striking than Elle's aspirations to creating and moulding female 
opinion. Giroud, who commissioned the most thoughtful sondages 
as well as commenting on the silly ones, treated them as an impor-
tant source of knowledge, a starting point for provocative commen-
tary, and a way of building a journalistic and political constituency. 

What about the readers? Evidence from Elle confirms what 
other historians have argued: that readers, listeners, and intervie-
wees in general were often eager to talk and to participate, and 
indeed that they wanted to say more than interviewers wanted to 
hear. 58 Hundreds of thousands entered Elle's referenda/ contests: 
more than 250,000 people, for instance, 'voted' in :Joys and 
Worries'. On several occasions readers volunteered that the 
anonymity of statistics provided cover for expressing views they 
might otherwise conceal. Regarding 'For or Against', Elle's editors 
reported that 'Everyone has an idea on everything'. People wanted 
to answer more questions, they continued. 'Eighty per cent would 
have liked to give their opinion on BIRTH CONTROL, FREE UNION, 
and EUTHANASIA, but we had to limit ourselves to questions that 
were less delicates.'59 Readers did not hesitate to write to Elle object-
ing to the premisses of the survey. 'The system of using a majority 
of votes to classify and to create typical lists encourages any con-
testant who has any sense to rank joys and worries according to 
the values that she supposes to be those of the majority of her con-
temporaries ... and those do not necessarily coincide with her own 
values.' Another asked why Elle had not broken the survey down 
by age group. How could a woman of 25 share the concerns of a 
55-year-old? Some were pleased with the survey's 'real value as a 
document', expecting that 'it will be interesting and, I hope, com-
forting, to see the final list'. 60 Winners described their tactics: 'I 

SB See Igo, Averaged American; Anne-Marie Sohn, 'Pour unc histoire de la socictc au 
regard des Mdias', Revue d'histoire modeme et contemporaine, 4412 (June 1997), 287-306; and 
Cecile Meade!, 'De !'emergence d'un outil de quantification', Q!fademi, 35 (1998), 66. 

59 Elle, 16 Mar. 1953, 22-3, 48-9. 
60 Letter from Saint-Servan-sur-Mer, and letter signed M. Ballet, S.P. 185, Elle, 14Jan. 

1957. The letters were classed as for or against slfifrage universe/. 
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tried to put myself in the place of the other readers .... I said to 
myself: think of the five million.'61 The winners, profiled in subse-
quent issues, were educated and middle class: one was a doctor 
and another ran her family's sawmill. 

'Brune ou blonde? Charme ou sex-appeal? Socialistes ou 
Gaullistes? Ceci ou cela?' 'Choosing', wrote Frarn;oise Giroud, 
'that is our most difficult problem.'62 Choice, abundance, enfran-
chisement: it is no surprise that these themes had broad resonance 
in the 1950s. The appeal of opinion polling as a genre to advertis-
ers, journalists, manufacturers, and even readers is relatively easy 
to discern. Polls, surveys, and poll-type quizzes proposed to make 
Elle a place to find oneself, and they offered a number of ways to 
belong or partially belong-a number of possible identities. Other 
magazines, from Marie Claire to L'Express, adopted similar prac-
tices, soliciting interaction and readers' responses, inviting readers 
to be interested in and to identify with others, and helping to spin 
the web of 'identifications and complicity' that Edgar Morin con-
sidered constitutive of mass culture in the 1950s. A form of social 
scientific knowledge, opinion polling in the twentieth-century 
press also helped imagine a community. 

III. Conclusion 

The opening paragraph of La Franfaise et ['amour hailed the birth 
of a new figure, 'la Frarn;:aise', quintessentially of her time. 'A 
composite of thousands of individuals', she represented 'a mixture 
of reality and abstraction that responds to both the love of truth 
and the taste for synthesis (!'amour de la verite et le gout de la ~nthese) 
that are the distinguishing features of our time. '63 Amour de la verite: 
journalists and editors touted polling research as a form of knowl-
edge for its 'modernity', its 'truth value', and its apparent ability 
to uncover the unexpected. Gout de la ~nthese: the language of 
aggregates offered a legible version of the public, proposed points 
of consensus and disagreement, and authorized breathtakingly 
sweeping generalizations by journalists. 

A single excursion into the history of Elle and IFOP cannot 

61 Elle, 7 Jan. 1957, 9. 62 Francoise Giraud, ibid. 22June 1953. 
63 Jacques Remy and Robert Woog (eds.), La Fra1lfaise et ['amour: Une enquete de l'lnstitut 

.ftan,aise d'opinion publique (Paris, 1960), 16. 
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adjudicate debates over the character of the mass-mediated public 
sphere or the relationship of political to consumer choice. We can 
acknowledge la Franfaise as a fictive aggregate or simulacrum, 
understand the manufactured character of 'opinion', and recog-
nize the yawning gap between Elle's pseudo-referenda and the 
form of deliberative discussion Habermas argues was driven from 
the twentieth-century public sphere, while remaining curious 
about how people wrestled with the images these aggregates 
created, how polling as a popular social scientific phenomenon 
opened ways to imagining new identities, or opinion research's 
relationship to changing norms. 64 

We can, however, suggest some conclusions about this partic-
ular moment in the history of opinion research. Sondages in the 
1950s were a blunt instrument: surveys were omnibus, statistics 
used loosely, and interviewees chosen by criteria that were often 
haphazard. Proponents of the new form of knowledge likened 
advertising without market research and polls to 'flying without 
radar'. One might respond that flying with radar means flying very 
far from the ground, and while it reduces one's risks it does not 
assure one will hit the target. The eager pursuit of norms and 
averages produced figures, such as la Franfaise, with enormous cul-
tural sway but limited predictive or analytic value. The very blunt-
ness of polling as a social scientific instrument in this period 
encouraged enthusiastic claims about the 'magic of aggregation', 
but both market research and political polling would quickly 
move away from large aggregates, refining methods and develop-
ing more fine-grained categories. 

We have also seen the many ways in which the project of 
polling opinion became bound up in post-war French renewal, 
linked not only to consumerism, advertising, and the beginnings 
of 'thirty glorious years' of expansion, but also to aspirations to 
educate opinion, air new voices, forge secular arbiters of moral-
ity, and build up the political public-all part of the package of 
'modernizing' France. Not surprisingly, modernizing elites, well 
represented in the offices of IFOP as well as on the editorial 
boards of Elle and L'Express, surrounded, even smothered, poll 
findings with commentary from intellectuals, experts, and men 

64 See Michael Schudson's insightful 'The Troubling Equivalence of Citizen and 
Consumer', Annals efthe American Academy ef Political and Social Science, 608 (2006),193-204, 
and Igo, Averaged American. 
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and women of letters invited to interpret the numbers and to 
speak for 'France'. 

Finally, let me note a term whose absence from the discussions 
and popularized social science of the 1950s is striking. The new 
elites seemed distinctly unconcerned with identifying women's 
'interests'. Women made 'choices', both consumer and psycho-
logical. They might develop 'opinions'; at least Elle and its com-
mentators exhorted them to do so. They harboured 'desires', 
whether sartorial, romantic, or even, Elle discreetly suggested, 
erotic and sexual.65 But they were rarely said to have 'interests', 
a term that suggests a well-defined location in the social and eco-
nomic order that motivates actions and inspires a calculated 
pursuit of needs and outcomes, outcomes which could be consid-
ered in terms of power. That absence of 'interest' as a variable is 
key to a broader discursive shift in the post-war years. 66 The twen-
tieth-century social science of polling, deployed to understand the 
process of opinion formation and the psychology of mass culture, 
shouldered aside the well-established tradition of political 
economy, a theoretical tradition that focused on social classes and 
the interests they brought to politics. This shift had political 
ramifications that closely mirrored the resolutely centrist project of 
post-war renewal. To represent opinion as divided by percentages 
rather than class or parties was to blur images of France split 
between Left and Right, communist and conservative, or pro- and 
anti-Vichy. Yet the particular reluctance to identify women's 
'interests' also had its own logic. It was rooted in a long tradition 
of seeing women's interests as identical to those of their families. 
It reflected the well-known blind spots of social and political 
theory regarding women. And it registered the absence in post-
war France of any well-organized women's movement that might 
have made a forceful case for women as a group, with their own 
investments in, and expectations of, the polity and society. 

65 On advertisers' interest in sexuality, see Ernest Dichter, li1 Stratigie du disir: Une philoso-
phie de la vente (Paris, 1961). I explore these issues in Simone de Beauvoir and Mid-Century Sex. 

66 See Richard Swedberg, Interest (Maidenhead, 2005). 




